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Simulator Games 
 

 

E6 Golf – Immerse yourself in a variety of 

golf simulations, from 18 hole on perfectly 

rendered versions of your favorite courses 

around the world, to practice swings at the 

driving range, to analysis of your swings and 

ball flight data with unprecedented 

precision. 

 

 

Visual Football – Seconds left in the game, 

down by two points, the crowd is roaring. 

Hero or goat, it’s all down to your kick. Our 

precision ball tracking gives real-time 

feedback on ball location and speed after 

every attempt, and instant replays lets you 

relive the glory or agony.  

 

 

 

Visual Hockey – Hockey is a game of 

both power and precision, and so is our 

interactive simulator. Choose from three 

game modes to take your best shot 

against goalies from around the world, 

to fire your hardest slap shot, or to test 

your placement with Target Challenge.  
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Home Run Derby – BATTA… BATTA… SWING!! 

Play in a variety of environments, from The Stadium 

to The Back Lot. Try precise ball placement aiming to 

the targets or see if you can hit it out of the park.  

 

 

 

 

Quarterback Challenge - Seconds left in the game, 

down by two points, the crowd is roaring. Hero or 

goat, it’s all down to your kick. Our precision ball 

tracking gives real-time feedback on ball location and 

speed after every attempt, and instant replays lets you 

relive the glory or agony. 

 

 

 

Carefully crafted to simulate an intensely real stadium 

environment, our rugby game gives you a chance to 

test your skill and your nerves as you kick conversions. 

After the game each player’s attempts and conversions 

are displayed in the post-game analysis screen.  

 

 

 

Shooters – Try your hunting and shooting skills in a 

variety of scenarios using laser beam weapons.  
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Visual Soccer – Choose from 1 or 2 players, and 

which of two game modes to try, then test your 

kicking power and skill. Go head-to-head with a 

goalie in Penalty Mode, or try to bend the ball 

around defenders in Set Piece Mode. After every 

game, you’ll see shot location, average speed, goals, 

and misses. 

 

 

 

Wild Game Hunt – Try your hunting and shooting 

skills in a variety of scenarios using laser beam 

weapons.  

 

 

 

 

Zombie Dodgeball – For zombie hunters of all ages, 

fight back an invasion armed only with a dodgeball 

and your own arm. Choose from a variety of creepy 

worlds, like The Graveyard or The King’s Lair, then 

knock down the undead hordes before they can 

escape, or else.  

 

 

 

Visual Baseball – Finally know the excitement 

of taking the mound to try your fastball against 

opposing batters. Play in a variety of 

environments, from The Stadium to The Back 

Lot, and see precise data about the speed and 

placement of every pitch.  
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Visual Basketball – Take to the hardwood to sink 

baskets from all over court. Choose 1 or 2 players 

then select from five environments including an 

arena and space station, then try to shoot the lights 

out. The basket moves after every successful basket 

and our precision tracking measures each shot to the 

inch.  

 

 

Visual Bocce – This is the traditional Bocce game 

with a Visual Sports twist. Play it in a variety of 

settings, from a mansion to a shanty and even under 

water! 

 

 

Carniville – Step right up and try your skill at your 

favorite midway games. Knock down milk bottles, 

pop balloons or break plates, and watch the 

challenge get harder the father you go. If you have 

what it takes to get high score, you’ll unlock a “Dunk 

the Clown” bonus round.  

 

 

 

Visual Cricket – It’s just you and the batsman as you 

step up to bowl. Victory can be yours if you send it 

home with speed and perfect placement. After every 

bowl, you’ll see the results and ruling, and can even 

take another look with instant replay.  

 

 


